“I’VE SWUM WITH DOLPHINS, SEA LIONS AND EVEN SHARKS BEFORE. BUT NEVER ELEPHANTS.
YET HERE I AM ‘SWIMMING’ WITH A GROUP OF HAPPY PACHYDERMS IN A JUNGLE RIVER NEAR
CHIANG MAI IN NORTHERN THAILAND. AND I’M LOVING EVERY MINUTE OF IT.”

SPLAT! I’ve just turned around to eat lunch when
Lucky, my 6-year-old baby elephant for the day, flings
her trunk and sprays me with mud. I guess she
wants a bath now, not later. Her mahout (elephant
trainer) helps me clamber back on top of her, and I
ride her bareback into the river beneath a waterfall,
where I pour buckets of water over her head. She
loves it and starts thwacking her trunk in the water
and rolling over. With nothing for me to hang on to
but her floppy ears, I slide off, and we both end up
dog paddling and splashing about in the water.
I’ve swum with dolphins, sea lions and even
sharks before. But never elephants. Yet here I am
‘swimming’ with a group of happy pachyderms
in a jungle river near Chiang Mai in northern
Thailand. And I’m loving every minute of it.
For soft adventure travel, you can’t beat the
lush highland rainforest and jungle, rushing rivers,
sparkling waterfalls and temples of northern
Thailand. Activities include bamboo rafting, ziplining, hiking, visiting ethnic hill tribes and
elephant trekking. Nor do you need to rough it.
Some seriously luxurious lodgings tempt the
traveler who likes his adrenalin-fuelled exploits
rounded out with chilled Chardonnay, spa treatments and high thread-count sheets.
Set in the northern highlands, the 700-year
old city of Chiang Mai is the adventure capital of
Thailand. It has a fortified old city with Thai-style
teak houses surrounded by a moat, wonderful
silk and batik shopping, more than 300 Buddhist
temples, and a huge night bazaar. But elephant
trekking is the main reason I visit.
Asian elephants once played a vital role in
Thailand’s logging industry. But with deforestation,
their numbers have dwindled significantly. Elephant
camps have thus developed as a way to help conserve
these gentle giants in their natural habitat. One of

A mahout guides guests on a jungle trek
at Thailand’s Patara Elephant Farm
www.pataraelephantfarm.com
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the most authentic is Patara Elephant Farm, about
an hour from Chiang Mai, and it offers small groups
of tourists (eight the day we visit) the privilege of
being an ‘elephant owner’ for a day.
The program starts with an introduction on
how to train elephants. We next each meet our
own elephant and mahout. To make friends with
our adopted elephants, we feed them bananas and
sugar cane.
Then it’s time to ‘work.’ Elephants require a
surprising amount of daily care, and as tourists who
pay to look after them for a day, we can be of great
help.Wecheckthattheyaredirtyanddusty(indicating
they laid down to sleep), confirm that the skin around
their toenails is wet (a sign they are sweating properly) and even inspect their manure (which should
look and smell like moist chopped hay). Once we’re
satisfied our elephants are healthy, we move on to
grooming, first dry brushing them with leafy branches,
then guiding them by the ears to bathe in the river.

Playing with elephants
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Mahouts at the Four Seasons Golden Triangle
help the author climb up on her elephant
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Visitor to Patara Elephant Farm
walks her elephant by the ear

The author swims with her elephant
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The next morning, equanimity restored, I’m
ready to zip line above a 1,500-year old rainforest
with Flight of the Gibbon. We drive to the rustic
mountain village of Mae Kompong, where we’re
given safety instruction and buckle up in our harnesses. And then we fly – and shriek, in my case –
like monkeys.
Built by New Zealand engineers, the sturdy
viewing platforms, treehouses, cables, sky-bridges
and lowering stations connect over two kilometres of
zip lines. One cable is almost 300 metres long. But
while the rides are thrilling, what truly takes the
breath away is the verdant forest scenery with its deep
dramatic valleys and massive mist-shrouded trees.
It also feels good to know that giving back to
the community is important for this tour operator.
Flight of the Gibbon replants fruit trees as a food
source for declining numbers of primates in the
area. They also help support the local villagers, who
serve a delicious Thai lunch to visitors afterward as
part of the tour price.
All too soon, we say goodbye to Chiang Mai.
Our adventure trip now sees us fly in a 12-seat prop
plane north to Chiang Rai, where we drive for an
hour through the steamy jungle to the dock of the
Four Seasons Tented Camp Golden Triangle on the
Ruak River. We transfer into a teak longtail boat for
a short speedy ride, disembark at a stone landing, and
bong a big drum three times to signal our arrival.
The permanent luxury camp is nestled in the
wilderness where the borders of Thailand, Laos and
Myanmar (formerly Burma) meet. All meals, wines,
spirits, activities and a spa treatment are included in
the stay, set up as a three- or four-night package.
The big draw is its onsite elephant camp,
established under the guardianship of the Thai
Elephant Conservation Centre. The camp cares for
several Asian elephants rescued from city streets,
along with their mahouts and families who are
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But the best part of the day is riding our elephants bareback out from Patara
through the jungle – admittedly somewhat scary (no nice saddle to sit in) – gently
swaying on them from side to side as they tread surefootedly up and over hills.
At our lunch spot by the waterfall, we get to ‘swim’ with our elephants in the
river and watch them play like excited children. It’s a cherished experience and
one I won’t forget.
Another day, we venture out into the Mae Lai forest, an hour’s drive east of
Chiang Mai, for a guided hike with Track of the Tiger. No, we’re not tracking tigers
(few remain in Thailand), although our guide does casually mention that an Asian
tiger recently killed four water buffalo in the area. We’re told to expect much
smaller creatures – leeches – as it’s November, and we’re still in the tail end of the
rainy season. At the eco-tourism operator’s lodge, we therefore pull on thigh-high
leech-proof socks over our own socks and pants before lacing up our hiking boots.
The trail starts out dry and easy in the cool mountains (1,500 metres above
sea level), and we’re in high spirits as we pass wild tea and coffee plantations,
bamboo stands and gushing waterfalls. A lime green pit viper with red eyes,
curled up at the side of the trail, is also exciting to spot. But then we hit muddy
sections – and little black leeches start clinging to our socks. The guides, some
of whom are barefoot, are happy to flick the blood-suckers off us when we
scream, though they couldn’t care less about themselves. Still, the experience is
overwhelming for us city gals in our group, and we’re thankful when we return
to the cocoon of the Four Seasons Chiang Mai.
After all that mud, sweat and tears, our following spa treatments are very
welcome. Resembling a northern Thai temple, the Four Seasons’ exquisite teak
spa has a huge relaxation area complete with fireplace and views over the rice
fields and mountains. I’m oiled and massaged into a complete state of bliss.
Traditional Thai massage is also offered – it’s like yoga without the work, where
your therapist twists, pulls and stretches you until you feel as limber as Gumby.

Breakfast with the elephants at the Four Seasons Golden Triangle
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housed in a village provided by the Four Seasons.
Your semi-private elephant-training day starts with
meeting the resort’s elephant specialist, your elephant
and mahout in a large barn-like structure. You learn
the basics of elephant care and driving, then learn
how to ride your elephant bareback.
Because I’m paired with a large adult elephant,
Golden, (and the ground seems a long way down
from where I’m seated behind her stubbly head),
I’m grateful to have my mahout sit on the back and
hold on to me. I’m told that all guests are able to
ride with help; the oldest guest was in her 90s, and
a saddle can be used if need be. And being the Four
Seasons, there are more mahouts to offer assistance
to guests than at Patara Elephant Farm.
Another activity you can sign up for is a visit
to the Hall of Opium in Chiang Rai. The Golden
Triangle once produced most of the world’s heroin.
To end the northern hill tribes’ dependence on
growing poppies for illegal drugs, Thailand’s late
Princess Mother Mae Fah Luang planted cash crops
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Four Seasons Golden Triangle deluxe tent

Indulging your adventurous spirit is easy when your
home base is a sanctuary like the Four Seasons Tented
Camp Golden Triangle, near Chiang Rai. Accommodations consist of 15 deluxe safari-style tents. They come
with every creature comfort, including a king-size bed,
leather-covered writing desk, huge hammered silver
tub, double silver sinks with faux elephant ivory tusks
for taps – and even air-conditioning and special clothes
for elephant trekking. Zip open a corner section of
your tent to find the toilet room; another zippered
flap opens to an outdoor shower with half pony walls
and a jaw-dropping view over a jungle valley. Slumber
is sweet here; at night, I drift off to sleep listening to
monks chanting across the river.

to replace the poppies. She also built the world-class Hall of Opium to educate
people about the dangers of drug addiction. The museum is fascinating – from
the dark entrance tunnel, sculpted with images of tortured drug-addled souls,
to the antique opium pipes and recreated 19th century opium den.
But it’s the elephants I enjoy most. So I’m delighted that we have more
occasions to interact with them during our stay at the Four Seasons. Every morning at breakfast, four elephants wander over to the dining lodge so we can feed
them bananas. One morning, a camp breakfast is also set up atop a hilly peak
warmed by the rising sun; we sit family-style at a long table and help ourselves
to eggs and bacon grilled on charcoal embers, as the elephants happily munch
sugar cane beside us.
And then there’s the magical dinner with the pachyderms. Across a
one-kilometer walkway and suspension bridge, past the resort’s thatched-roof
bar, we’re greeted by a glass of champagne and two elephants in a small forest
clearing. Candles point the way to our table, set with silver and crystal just for
us. Two Thai musicians play traditional wood instruments, and our own chef
whips up a delicious feast in an outdoor kitchen.
After, we make wishes and release kerosene-lit rice paper lanterns into the
inky sky. Then we watch our wish-filled lanterns soar up, up, up until they’re
just pin-dot orange spots burning bright beside the stars. ❦
To learn more about Thailand, visit www.cruiseandtravellifestyles.com

Nong Yao Restaurant
at Four Seasons
Golden Triangle
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Four Seasons
Chiang Mai

CRADLED IN THAILAND’S LUSH Mae Rim Valley,
overlooking rice paddies with working water buffalo,
the Four Seasons Chiang Mai blends Siamese sculptures,
silk accents and teak latticework in a stunning oasis,
20 minutes north of the city of Chiang Mai.
It features 93 lavishly appointed rooms and villas.
Pavilion rooms are clustered in two-storey buildings with
vaulted ceilings, a private sala (Thai covered balcony)
and a bathroom overlooking a secluded garden. But the
choicest accommodations are its 12 new pool villas. And
they are absolutely exquisite.
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More like a private home than a guest room, these
one-bedroom walled villas are each surrounded by a
garden courtyard and lotus-filled water canal – offering
over 403 square meters of indoor/outdoor living space in
all. In the air-conditioned bedroom and living room, soaring windows let the light stream in. The living room
opens onto a covered veranda with a swinging teak
daybed; beyond is your private granite lap pool and
whirlpool, with pumpkin parasols providing shade and
views over a tropical lagoon. From the huge bathroom
(where the sinks are shaped like lotus flowers), polished
teak floors lead to a delightful outdoor double shower in
a fern garden.
Even ordinary amenities are given the wow factor.
No little mini-bar here; instead, there’s a wine fridge with
full-size bottles of Möet & Chandon champagne. And
rather than a small coffee maker, you find a huge Espresso
machine.
One special evening, after hiking in the jungle, I chill
out with room service. It’s one of those quintessentially atmospheric moments – sitting by candlelight in my teak
cabana by the pool, with the whir of an overhead fan and
a symphony of cicadas and frogs assailing the senses.
Our last evening, our group joins the intimate
Chef’s Table in the resort’s lanna-style demonstration
cooking school. Six nights a week by reservation, a chef
prepares a sumptuous meal of 15 Thai dishes for up to 12
guests. But while our dinner couldn’t be any more delicious, I can’t wait to retreat to my villa – to enjoy one final
quiet dip in my pool in the perfect warm velvet night.
—JANICE MUCALOV

